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This invention relates to heat exchange devices, and 
more particularly to a shell-coil type heat exchanger in 
which the coils are wound in substantially uniformly 
spaced concentric layers within the shell. 
One disadvantage of the heretofore known shell-coil 

type heat exchangers is the di?iculty and expense of as~ 
sembly; that is, economically forming a large number of 
closely spaced concentric coils into a compact, well inte 
grated bundle which can be handled and placed in a shell 
without danger of damage or falling apart. The prob 
lem is magni?ed if the heat exchangers are embedded 
coil regenerators for cooling compressed air prior to sep 
aration into air components by low-temperature recti?ca~ 
tion. The coils are embedded in the regenerator pack 
ing to provide a means of recovering the refrigeration of 
an air component as a product gas without contaminat 
ing such product with air impurities such as moisture 
and carbon dioxide. The complexity of the coil assem 
bly problem is illustrated by embedded coil regenerators 
designed for an air separation plant in which high-purity 
oxygen product gas is passed through such coils. Such 
construction may require several miles of tubing wound 
in perhaps 25 concentric layers. Conceivably the num 
ber of separate passages for oxygen ?ow may exceed 100 
tubes, all manifolded together at both ends. ‘ 1 

Additional requirements for embeddedgcoil regenera 
tors include low pressure drop through the coilstomin 
imize power‘ costs, and low longitudinal heat‘leak be 
tween the ends of the coils. The latter'is necessarypbe 
cause the regenerators must be operated with 'a large 
temperature difference between thexwarm end and, the 
cold end, and longitudinal heatleak represents aloss of 
refrigeration and results in added power costs; Conse 
quently, the number and size of the longitudinal support 
members for the concentric coil bundle should be min 
imized.=.Still. another requirement of. regenerator coil 
bundles is that the individual coils be uniformly spaced 
from each otherso that the fluid passing through the 
coils is substantially equally warmed by heat transfer 
from the. regenerator ‘packing through the coil ,walls. 
Thecoils should also be closely positioned to each other 
so ‘as to minimize radial temperature gradients inv the 
packing. ~ -_ .. v s s s - 

A further unique characteristic of. embedded coil- re 
_ generators ‘is, that all of the coils should preferably con 
tainabout the‘ same length of tubingv soas toequalize the 
pressure drop and to, obtain uniform ?ow distribution 
through the coils. Since the diameters of'the coil layers 
-_vary from the center to the outside of the bundle, it is 
"clear that the pitch of‘ the windings must also vary,‘ and 
means must be provided ‘for controlling the tube length 
‘and coil pitch during winding as well as maintaining the 
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desired pitch of the variouscoil layers after they-‘are ‘I 
.7 formed.‘ In'the case of large bundles, where the diameter 
--of the inner and outer layers varies considerably, the 
"difference in curvature of the layers may also have. a pro 

‘ hbunced e?ect on pressure drop. Thisrmay‘necessitate 
fa slight-variation'in tube length betweentheminnerzand =;.; 
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outer coils so as to equalize ?ow. In such instances, 
means must be provided which conveniently permit the 
selection and installation of the optimum length of tubing 
in each coil. ‘ - 

One object of the present invention is to provide a high 
ly e?icient embedded coil regenerator which is relatively 
easy and economical to assemble. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an economical method of assembling a bundle of coils in 
substantially uniformly spaced concentric layers. ' 
A further object is to provide a support system for a 

bundle of ‘coils in concentric layers whereby the support 
members regulate the coil pitch during the winding opera 
tion, and also maintain the desired pitch‘of the various 
coil layers after they formed. , f I ‘ 7, ~ I 

A still further object of the invention is toprovide .a 
support system for a bundle of coils in concentric layers 
in which the longitudinal heat leak is minimized. , 
These and other objects and advantages of this inven 

tion will be apparent from the following description and 
accompanying drawings. a ' " > 

In one embodiment of the present invention, a shell‘- , 
coil type heat exchanger is provided with concentric layers 
of coils positioned by coil support means comprising a 
series of support members extending longitudinally be 
tween the coil layers for maintaining the coil layers in 
suitably spaced relation. Slots are provided in each mem 
ber‘for receiving and supporting the individual windings 
of a given layer. A projection between each pair of ad‘ 
jacent‘slots extends beyond the given layer and provides 
means for mounting a support member for thenext larger 
diameter coil layer Also, means such as rivets are pro 
vided for securing the next larger diameter coil support 
member to the projections. The support members for 
the next larger diameter coil layer may close the slots of 
the support members of the given coil layer, thereby ?rmly 
retaining the coils within the slots. 7 . - 

The individual coil support means are preferably angle 
shaped, with two such angles placed back-to-back as a‘ 
support member for a given coil layer. It is furthermore 
desirable to form the base of the slots into saddleswhich 
receive and distribute the bearing load of the individual 
coil windings. . ~ 7 Y , , ‘ 

.In the preferredembodiment, adjacent concentric coil 
layers are: helic‘ally wound in ‘opposite directions, i.e.", 
one‘ layer is‘wound clockwise and the next counterclock 
wise. Such an arrangement improves ?ow distribution 
outside of. the coils, and permits equalizing of the stresses 
inthe coil bundle by interlocking the adjacent coil layers. 

‘ The present invention also provides a methodfo‘fas 
sembling a coil bundle in substantially uniformly‘ spaced 
concentric layers in which at ‘least threelsuppo'rt members 
are ?rst longitudinally secured to and along the length of 
a central dummy core, the members‘being situated at sub 
stantially uniform intervals around the circumference of . 
the. core. One part of the support members extends ra~ 
dially from the dummy core surface and is slotted at in 
tervals‘ along its length to retain the coils.‘ The central 
dummy core is then mountedbetween power driven ?x 
tures at each ‘end so that the core may be rotated’abou't 
its longitudinal axis. . The core is then longitudinally ro 
tated and. tubes are simultaneously wound thereon so as 
to form a ‘?rst coil layer ‘whose windings ?t into the slots 
of the support members; Next, additionalr'coil support . 
members are attached to the members ‘secured to the 
dummy cute so that the additional members are positioned 
adjacent to the, outer side’ of the ?rst coil layer and hold 
the coil windings in the aforementioned slots.‘ Additional 
tubes are then wound around the dummy core withtheir 
coil windings ?tting into the slots 'of the additional coil 
supportmembers to form a larger diameter second ‘cell 
layer; Additional, still larger diameter coil layers may be 
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to assemble. a coil bundle of the desired size. Adjacent 

directions forzthe previously’mentionedreasons. : > 
-- fin-‘the accompanying drawings: I 
a; fig. :1 isaplan view looking .downwardly'on=the ‘ton of 

. an angle-shaped coil support member of the ‘present- in~ 
mention; :7v 
fig.) isian 

as illustrated inFig- 1; e ' 

end view of the same coil supportfmember 

> fig. 3 is an enlarged isometric'view or a pub which is ~ 
assembled in :pairs for ' interlocking the§coils of; adjacent 
layerstogether; ‘ - ~ 7' - " r ' 

' jEig; 4 is; a’ perspective‘ ‘view’ looking downwardly on 
an; assembly of coil supports ‘similar towFigsi 1 j and‘ 2 ex 

" ' rriceptilthat ‘the slot saddlesareformed-in the opposite direc 

’ insane‘? ~ ' 

core in .tbesame manner so as; . 

' coil layers are preferably helically wound in opposite 7 

15 

iionjromgtheebase‘ side ‘of the‘ angle-shaped support 

members; and . “Fig.5 is-a perspective view iof'one'side of ,a bundle of 
{concentricallywound coils embodying one form of the V 
presentinvention > . . . e I 

._;Referri_ngvmorerspeoi?cally -to.Figs. land 2, the coil 

be. for example, a simple, low-costf-stamping made from 
analuminum sheet. ' ' e ' ' ' r I 

7 . ,mqlThe support member 110 includes base leg llrfand'ver 
?caglileg 1_2 containingv slots 13 at uniformilongitudinal 

. V 4' 

construction, two back-to-back projections 15a are pro 
vided, and the two vertical legs 12b_of ‘the ‘support mem~ 
ber 10b are rigidlyattachedfto projections 15a on either 
side of such projections by means of rivets ‘18 extending 
through holes in the verticallegs 12b and the projections 
15a. Holes 16d and projections 1'V5a’are preferably situ 
ated so that the. projections. do not vprotrude substantially 
into the hole. area and ~thereby're'du'ce the‘ effectiveness of 
such holes. {Alth'oughiriveting has- been described as the 
means .of connecting adjacent coilisupporfmembers, other 
methods such as spot welding'could be substituted. 

In .Fig; 4 the saddles 14b arefformed inwardly and in the 
opposite :direction from the base leg 11b; whereas Fig. 2 
the saddles are formed outwardly and’ in the same direc 
tion as the base :legf lAlthough'both embodiments per 
form the desired function of distributing the bearing load 
on the coils; the Fig.2 'form is preferred. This‘ isrbecausel . 
the Fig; 4 saddles .must'be' relativelynarrow; otherwise, 

i the angles when placed ‘back-tosback will bespaced too 
20 

7' support member 10 isvprejerably angle shaped, and may " 

25' 

: intervals to receive and support theindividual coil wind > 

girngsvpfqa vgiven layerue'l‘heijslots 13 are preferably con; 
1oured;atethe_;bottom to correspond to the shape of the 

' .poiljwindings; and? a portionofrth'e metal from the'rbase. 
30' 

.orf? the} slots 13 is formed outwardly into a saddle 14. ' 
‘which’ distributes the bearing load along the tube and '- '1 

7 ' avoids; excessive ‘abrasion or scoring'gon the contact sur 
7 .face. ‘Projections 15 between each pairof-adjacentslots 
»V_13_aresu?icientlylongto protrude through ‘the coil layer ' 
'~be1ng supported, and provide a means for mounting. an 
identical support member al?'for the next larger diameter 
c911: layer. {Holes ldstamped in the vertical ‘leg '12 of , 
jthe snpportrmember '10 and-between the'saddle's .14 serve 

. ' 19 the; longitudinal .heatleak along thelsupp'ort ' 
<7 "member 10, iHoles 16 also permit lateral‘?owiofthe'heat 
exchanging ?uid outside of‘the coils,:and help toprevent ,1 
yoids in a the; packing‘ of thev embedded-coil 'r'egenerator 

- embodiment of theinvention." Theilegs Hand 12 or the 
-' ‘ support member'10 are’ preferably. bentlsof-thatr'the ver 

' ; ‘ ti9al;1.eg:_12.wi11;extena approximately :radia'lly- whenlthe 
. .baseylegj 1L1 mounted 1O ithei‘curyed‘fsurface ofi‘the '‘ ' 
. dummycore-or-theznext smaller diameter; coil assembly as 
'describedain‘morerdetailibelow:‘ ‘ ‘e’ e 

1 N "support; ‘angles '10’ are" preferably used2 pairs at 
V eachsupport point:for'improved'rigidity.Y fIn thisjca'sethe " a 
angles are‘mounted'with theirlverticalileg's '12'placed5back- ' 

iQ-bQCk-Y” "'7 1 7 i1 - 17.} f e ~;-' ;»F_ig.f3 illustrates ‘a: clip membei'TIGZz' fwhichlis' a rec-‘,7 
' 'tangula'r stampin‘gqwith grooves or ‘contours 16b pressed 

fin eitherlend'ito ?tlarouhdsthéjcoil surfaces of ‘adjacent 

.clip 1445a ‘for passage'therethroughof means vfOrsecuring 

"I1Fig~ '4 illustrates: a‘ coil :supportfassembly' using1 ‘the 
' 3: double ‘angle: backetoeback'conslrllction. {This assembly 

includes support" member 1011 for receiving‘ the individual ‘ - 
I 'coil'windings “of-a ?rst coil layer and support member 10b 

receiyesrthe'jcoilxwindin'gs ofja second ‘larger-"diameter 
coil: layenllIrii thel‘interestpffsimplicity;ézoirly .a’sinall 
number ofcoils E'arei'fshcivvnZbUt it ‘is;to be understood that 

7 Vin; actual practice;acoils may beiheldliuz'v any or'all iofthe 
; slots. L'Ihe " coils or :tuhes 51174 of :the ?rst .coileplayerl‘arje - . 

~' 1viit'nilygheld .lwithin theslotsibythei-basefleg illb-ioffthe 
, ésupport‘mernber: 10b‘ which .ia'gain'stjcbilsi 176.. The. " p, 
1 projections ‘15:: "of the vsupport members ilda are ;_§1i1?-.‘ ; 

' ciently rang to protrude beyond coils 174:6: thei?rst Myer; 7,} 
_ A '7 "and providegmeans ‘for mountingzsupportlnrembersii?b 

ii; a of the second eon.,1eyer1-1~'ib;1"n3y~ use; 

7' out invention which utilizes the previously described com- 
'ponents.- f A'built-up method of assembling the coil bundle 
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'_far' apart and the riveted attachment may not be secure. 
When the saddles‘ar'e formed in'the same directionas the 
fbase'leg there is no limit imposed .on the saddle width'and 
the. bearing load may be more e?iciently distributed along 
the coil lengths. . I r. v '21: q 1 > 

V Adjacent coils 17a and '17bof the ?rst and second coil 
llayers .respectivelyfa're also secured by'a pair‘ of clip 
members 16a, shown in detail in Fig.1-3,5 which are con 
toured on either end to ?t around the coils. The clip 
member asemblyiis held‘together by bolt and nut assembly 
184, the'former passing throughclip holes 16c.- The’ clips 
perform two‘ functions ‘by equalizing'fthe torsional forces 
vbetween the adjacent coil layers and‘lending torsional 
frigidity to the entire tube bundle. Concerning the last 
mentioned function, it was’ found that a bundle con 
‘structed without clipswas'incapable vof transmitting the 
'winding'torque" ‘from thedummy core. to the periphery of 
the‘ bundle.’ After ‘reaching aqcertainrdia‘meter; the as 
sembly became so unstable that continued rotation, op 
posed by the tangentialforce of ‘the tubes being wound 
"on the bundle, caused thebundle to‘ collapse and fall apart 

' Fig. '5 illustratesra tube bundle according'to the pres 

‘is employed ‘in’ which: the“ coils are;wound layer upon 
‘layer usingfithe coil'suppor't: members as jigs during the 
Winding. operation. ' 'Iheassembly of acoil bundle is 

' ‘begun ‘ by 'elh'orinontally ; mounting a1 central dummy core 
]19;between power'driyen ?xtures V20‘at each end so that v 

' >"the.dummy;1co_re maybe rotated about its longitudinal 

'55 

{axis} "This dummy‘becomesa permanent ‘core member , 
lfor-the; coilnassemblymnd may, for example,- be a tube 
slightly longer than theoverall length of the coil bundle. 
fThe verticallegs of inner supportmembersflo extend 
radiallyjfrom' the surface of thedurnmy core 179' and are 
jslottediat closeintervalsto receiyeand support the coil 

. ‘windings, as previously ‘described. ,The dummy core is 

icoil'ibundles. ‘A hole- 160 is provided in the center or the 
'fthen’ rotated and thejtube is fedonto the dummy core 
assembly.” By rotation'ofrthe dummy, the-tubeisformed . 

60. into: a coil ‘whose 'vvindingsa fall'ainto the slots provided 
in‘ the..inner.coil,support_ members _10._ ,Wooden slats 
inlay‘ I'he'attached longitudinally . to .- thedummy core 19 

as 

H, 

or the'déuble'?nsle imam-t 

between the .VadjacentTinner. support .memberslll so that 
_ each . can; winding will :beiformed in a true icircle. ‘’ These 

i 'wpodenlslatsiare'tempora??and.areremoved'after each ‘ 
coil laYQl‘flS' completed,->Whenthe1 ?rst ! layer is formed, » 
,ifour, additional coil support members "10 are attached 

, , ‘.to'lprojections extending through the completed ?rst coil. 
‘ layer. 17a,‘ :andiuarei positioned directly-over the inner ' 

l'support members 10;: 'secondlsetiof support mem 
ilber" holdlthe second cgiljlay'er 17b ‘which is wound 

aiimannerrisimilar etoifithe ‘?rstlayer ‘17a. The see 
{me support members 1 ‘l0 segregate: "the I ?rst "coil .rlayer ’ 
il-flaii-and'ihold‘ these Vwindings‘securely' in the slots. 13. j 

élarigerfdiainetergcoil- layers may. wound 



' ‘the coil bundle. 
V‘ ternative coil support system‘ comprising bulky beam 
members would distort the gas ?ow' through the packed 
bed. ‘ - V ‘ 
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around the dummy core 19 so as to'assemble a coil 
bundle of the desired size. 7 . 
From the foregoing description, it is seen that the coil 

support members are stacked one above the other along 
four radii which extend outwardly from the center of 
the bundle. When several layers have been wound in 
this manner, the diameter of the coil layers will have 
increased so that four support points around their cir 
cumferences may not be adequate to position the in 
dividual coil windings securely and in parallel relation 
with each other. When the assembly reaches this stage, 
four additional coil support members may be attached 
to the last completed coil layer and are preferably lo 
cated approximately mid-way between the original sup 
port points. When new support points are established, 
the innermost support member of such new locations 
will not have the bene?t of a rigid dummy core for 
anchorage as in the case of the ?rst layer of the bundle. 
The number of, support points which must be provided 
for they outermost coil layers of the completed coil 
bundle assembly of course depends on the diameter of 
such bundle. Clips 16a are preferably secured to adjacent 
coil layers in the previously described manner. If de 
siredythe core 19 may be removed on completion of 
the coil assembly. 7 v 

" vA's previously discussed, all-of the coils of embedded 
coil regenerators preferably have the same pressure drop, 
and the support system of the present invention facili 
tates attainment of this objective by performing the 
double function of controlling the tube length and the 
coil pitch during the winding operation, and of main 
taining the desired pitch once the coil layers are formed. 
In the innermost layer of the smallest diameter, only 
one coil is preferably provided with the individual laps 
falling into adjacent slots on the angle support member. 
When su?icient coils have been wound so that a layer 
is reached in which the circumference has doubled, two 
coils each equal in length to the innermost coil are pro 
vided for the coil layer with their individual windings 
falling into alternate slots on the coil support member. 
However, the circumferences of all coil layers are not 
necessarily integral multiples of the circumference of the 
innermost layer. In order to keep the tube length and/ or 
pressure drop of such intermediate circumference layers 
uniform, it is necessary that one or more of the sup 
port slots be skipped in winding each coil of the layer, 
thereby omitting one or more of the coil turns. 
Another feature of the present invention is the wind 

ing of adjacent coil layers in opposite directions, i.e., one 
layer is wound clockwise and the next counterclockwise. 
One reason for this innovation is that the stresses in the 
coil bundle may be equalized by interlocking the coil 
layers, which in turn permits a lighter and simpler support 
system with less longitudinal heat leak. Adjacent coil 
layers may be lockedtogether by conventional means, 
for example, the rigid clips 16a. When adjacent coils 
are oppositely wound, the coils “pull” in opposite di 
rections and when locked together, the forces tending to 
unwind one coil are opposed by similar but opposite 
forces in the other coil. If the “unwinding” forces were 
not opposed but instead placed in the same direction, the 
lightweight, stacked coil support members would be 
severely stressed as the entire coil bundle tends to loosen 
and expand. To avoid this undesirable situation, heavy , 
beam members would be necessary to transfer the tor 
sional loads back to the center dummy core. Such beam 
members would increase the weight, cost, and complexity, 
of the coil bundle, as well as add to the longitudinal heat 
transfer through the bundle. Another advantage of the 
opposite winding technique is improved ?ow distribution 
of the cooling air passing through the shell and around 

This is because the aforementioned al 

10 

6 
"From the foregoing description, it may be" seen that 

the present invention provides an economical method ‘of 
assembling a bundle of coils in substantially uniformly 
spaced concentric layers, and additionally provides a 
highly e?icient embedded coil regenerator. It is to be 
noted, however, that the present invention is not limited 
to regenerator-type construction,. but may be applied .to 
any shell-coil type heat exchanger. Also, the terms and 
expressions which have been employed are used as terms 
of description and not of limitation, and there is no in 
tention in the use of such terms and expressions of ex-. 
eluding any equivalents of the features described, It 

' should be recognized that various modi?cations are pos 
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sible without departing from the scope of the-invention; 
What is claimed is: l > ' 

l. Coil supporting means for a shell-coil type heat 
exchanger in which the coils are wound in substantially 
uniformly and normally spaced concentric layersof re 
spectively different sizes within the shell, comprising a 
series of elongated support members ‘extending con 
tinuously longitudinally between. the respective adjacent 
different size coil layers with the widths of ,said con 
tinuous members disposed substantially normally tosaid 
coils for maintaining the coil layers in suitably spaced 
relation with substantially uniformly longitudinally spaced 
outwardly opening slots in the outer portion of each sup 
port member for receiving and supporting the individual 
coil windings of a given layer, a substantially ?at in 
tegral projection between each pair of adjacent slots ex-v 
tending outwardly substantially normal to and beyond 
the given layer and providing means, for mountings, 
support member for the next larger diameter vcoil layer 
with said projection in ?at overlapping relation with the 

_ lower portion of ,the'support member to be mounted, 
35 
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and means for securing the lower portion of the next 
larger diameter ‘coil supportmernber to said projections 
in said’ ?at" overlapping relation therewith. _ p . g " 

2. Coil support means according to claim' 1, in which 
a portion of the material above the base at the bot 
tom of said slots is formed into a saddle which receives 
and distributes the bearing load of said individual coil 
windings of an outer layer of coils. 

3. Coil support means according to claim 1, in which 
each support member comprises two angles placed back 
to-back with said slots formed in their vertical legs and 
registering in outwardlyyopening relation. 

4. Coil support means according to claim 1, in which 
each coil layer is supported by two angles placed back 
to-back as said support members, and a portion of the 
bases of said slots of each of the back-to-back angles is 
formed into a vsaddle extending in the same direction 
as the base side of the angles, said saddle receiving and 
distributing the bearing load of said individual coil 
windings. 

5. Coil supporting means for a shell-coil type heat ex-i 
changer in which the coils are wound in substantially 
uniformly spaced concentric layers within the shell; 
comprising at least three pairs of angle-shaped members 

1 for each coil layer extending longitudinally between 
60 the coil layers, each member of the pairs being placed 

back-to-b'ack and maintaining the coil layers in suitably 
spacedrelation, with slots in each support member for 
receiving and supporting the individual coil windings 
'of a- given layer, a portion of the bases of said slots 
being shaped into saddles for receiving and distributing 
the bearing load of said individual coil windings; a pro 
jection between each pair of adjacent slots extending 
beyond the given layer and providing means for mount 
ing the support members for the next larger diameter 
coil layer; and means for securing the next larger di 

' ameter coil support members to said’ projections. 

75 

6. Coil supporting'means for. a shell-coil type heat 
exchanger in which the coils are wound in substantially - 
uniformly spaced concentric layers within the shell; com 
prising at least three pairs of angle-shaped members for 



'7 ber'sito said projections. " ' ~ 

2,386,464 
eg'ehnlmiljlayerp extending longitudinally"betweenfthe 
abil'layqrwwh member, of the pairs beinf'g 'placedmb'ac'k 
Vtolback‘and- maintaining the coil‘ layers suitably'spaced 
rtelaiioniwith slots in 'each' ‘support member 'f'orreceiv 

I mg ‘and supportingwthe individual coil windings of: a 
‘givemlayehandVthe'support members for the ne'xtflarger 

' diagneter ‘coil layer closing jsaid slots’ ‘of "the support 
' inenib'ers _of said giyen. coil'layer therebyy?rmly :h’olding' 

' saidfcolilsp'within said’ slots; ;a_ppr'ojection betweeni‘each 
ofp‘adj'acent slots extending'b'eyond the givenllayer 

5 

eiehangeriin fvt'hich the coils are wound in longitudinally 
spaced, relation in radiallyv spaced concentric layers, with 

‘the shell, comprising.‘ a series of elongated _S1l.pPf0rt 
‘extending longitudinally in‘lthe'radial space 

between "said layerse'rwith the‘ ,Vyvidths , of ‘:s'aid lin'iernbers 
eiitendij'g' radiallyjifor maintaining 'saidjlay'ersin, radially 
paced relationywithiradially outwardlyopening slotsjin 
the radially’ outer portion of eachisupport member {or 

_ receivingand supporting the individualcoil windings of 

and providing naeanslfor mountingv said' supportrrxnem- ' 
hersffgr'said next larlgeifdianieter 'coillayer; andfnieans 
foi‘j'se'curingsaid next larger diametervcoil‘support mem 

‘_7. Coiljsupporting means for {shell-coil type’ heat 
exchanger in Whichthe ‘coils‘are wound in substantially 

15 

uniiornjlyi and .noimanyapaced concentric; layers within ' 

bettileenifthe respective :coil ‘layers withjthe widthsiof 'said 
epntinuous , me 

1' t£§§§¢1£1¢9£11i>??ég aiseries‘ 9f'eldngatédfs?pport mema ' 
bersextendingj substantially <Vconti'nuou‘sly" longitudinally, ' v 

20' ' 

njh'eirs disposed substantially normally to . l 7 

said coilslfofniaintaining the’coil layers in'suivt'ablyr spaced J 
‘ reliationjr’saidsupport members *being angle Qshap'edwm : ' 

crossv jsectiominga plane transverse to the axis’ ‘ofjsa'idr 
coilsi‘withlbaseyllegs ‘engaging the outer; surfaces‘ of an 

' ' layer'rofi'coilsfand‘Vertical legs extending‘ outward-1V 7 
f lygfrorn'saidibase legs- with’routwardl'y opening slots: in-v 
the outer portion _of said vertical legs for receiving, and '7 

s'iib'stantiallypw?at ‘integral’ projection‘ namengwa pair 
" agingiexgqqdingjpumra1y substantially normal'to and 
‘ ‘beyond siadr'oute'rQIayer- and overlapping-the‘ _'support 

' l fsilpportin‘g' theindividua'l windings ofian outer layer", a a‘ , 
V 30 v 

: "2,160,689 VYahVulpen 

member" thereabo'ye alséydna' the base‘ legith'ereof, and 

thereaboye to'fs'aidvprojéctions with said pro; 
7; :iecti'ons in ?at 'overlappingjrelation therewith." i 7 :8,:Coi1"supportingrineans'for a'shell-coil type heat, 

7 ' meansiib: securing’, the" lower portion 77of said support '~ ‘ 
35 

519.6242? 
7 71,366,957 : 

a giyeri'layer'a a substantially ?atrinte'g'ral projection‘be 
tween each: pair oflslots extending radially outward be 
yond said given layenand overlapping the'next outer 
support/member, and meansrfor securing said overlapping 
extensions to said next outer support member, reach sup 
port‘rne'mber ‘having holes space'd‘radially inward from 
saidr'projections and'staggered with. respectto the bot~ 

,toms' of "said :slots "to minimizeglongitudinal ‘heat leak 
through thegneat'exchanger. _’ , Vii/171' 
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